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The 21The 21stst Century:Century:
A World Awash in NumbersA World Awash in Numbers

““The world of the twentyThe world of the twenty--first century is a first century is a 
world awash in numbers.world awash in numbers.””

--Lynn Steen in Lynn Steen in The Case for Quantitative The Case for Quantitative 
LiteracyLiteracy
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What is QR?What is QR?
((QuIRKQuIRK’’ss Take)Take)

The habit of mind to consider the power The habit of mind to consider the power 
and limitations of quantitative evidence in and limitations of quantitative evidence in 
the evaluation, construction, and the evaluation, construction, and 
communication of arguments in public, communication of arguments in public, 
professional, and personal life.professional, and personal life.

What is QR?What is QR?

Four facets of QR:Four facets of QR:
1)  1)  QR requires a QR requires a basic skill setbasic skill set
•• Arithmetic, including percentages, graphsArithmetic, including percentages, graphs
•• EstimationEstimation
•• Elementary probability and statisticsElementary probability and statistics
•• Basic geometry of measurement (volume, area, Basic geometry of measurement (volume, area, 

perimeter)perimeter)
•• Elementary growth patterns: linear (constant quantity Elementary growth patterns: linear (constant quantity 

per unit time) and exponential (constant percentage per unit time) and exponential (constant percentage 
change per unit time). change per unit time). 

What is QR?What is QR?

Four facets of QR:Four facets of QR:
1)  QR requires a 1)  QR requires a basic skill setbasic skill set
2)  2)  QR demandsQR demands application in contextapplication in context

"The test of numeracy, as of any literacy, is "The test of numeracy, as of any literacy, is 
whether a person naturally uses appropriate whether a person naturally uses appropriate 

skills in many different contexts" skills in many different contexts" 

--Lynn Steen (2001) Lynn Steen (2001) 

What is QR?What is QR?

Four facets of QR:Four facets of QR:
1)  QR requires a 1)  QR requires a basic skill setbasic skill set
2)  QR demands2)  QR demands application in contextapplication in context
3)  3)  QR involves QR involves argumentargument

What is QR?What is QR?
““The content of our thoughts and the depths of The content of our thoughts and the depths of 
our understanding are dependent on the tools our understanding are dependent on the tools 
we bring to the task. we bring to the task. What What we think is we think is 
intertwined with intertwined with howhow we think. And the ability to we think. And the ability to 
think in terms of quantitative datathink in terms of quantitative data……is is 
indispensible for understanding our modern indispensible for understanding our modern 
worldworld…….We write, after all, to figure out what we .We write, after all, to figure out what we 
think. And we ask our students to write so that think. And we ask our students to write so that 
they will learn how to think.they will learn how to think.””

--Michael BurkeMichael Burke
““A MathematicianA Mathematician’’s Proposals Proposal””
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What is QR?What is QR?

Four facets of QR:Four facets of QR:
1)  QR requires a 1)  QR requires a basic skill setbasic skill set
2)  QR demands2)  QR demands application in contextapplication in context
3)  3)  QR involves QR involves argumentargument
““Numbers [are] the principal language of Numbers [are] the principal language of 

public argument.public argument.””
--BBC Program BBC Program More or LessMore or Less

What is QR?What is QR?

Four facets of QR:Four facets of QR:
1)  QR requires a 1)  QR requires a basic skill setbasic skill set
2)  QR demands2)  QR demands application in contextapplication in context
3)  3)  QR involves QR involves argumentargument
““Deploying numbers skillfully is as important Deploying numbers skillfully is as important 

to communication as deploying verbs.to communication as deploying verbs.””
--Max Frankel, Max Frankel, The New The New 
York Times MagazineYork Times Magazine

What is QR?What is QR?

Four facets of QR:Four facets of QR:
1)  QR requires a 1)  QR requires a basic skill setbasic skill set
2)  QR demands2)  QR demands application in contextapplication in context
3)  QR involves 3)  QR involves argumentargument
4)  4)  QR is a QR is a habit of mindhabit of mind
““[QR] is not a discipline but a way of [QR] is not a discipline but a way of 

thinkingthinking……..”” --Lynn SteenLynn Steen
Achieving Quantitative LiteracyAchieving Quantitative Literacy

What do the numbers show?What do the numbers show?

What do the numbers show?What do the numbers show? How representative is that? How representative is that? 
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Compared to What?Compared to What? Compared to What?Compared to What?

•53% of fatalities
•43% of the days
•55% of the driving

Compared to what?Compared to what? How was the variable How was the variable 
operationalized?operationalized?

Who is in the Who is in the 
measurement sample?measurement sample?

What does an average wedding cost?What does an average wedding cost?
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Is the outcome statistically Is the outcome statistically 
significant?significant?

WhatWhat’’s the Effect Size?s the Effect Size? WhatWhat’’s the Effect Size?s the Effect Size?

WhatWhat’’s the research design s the research design 
(correlational or experimental)?(correlational or experimental)?
Fact: Those who work with computers Fact: Those who work with computers 
earn 15earn 15--20% more than others.20% more than others.

““Thus, computer training may, at least in Thus, computer training may, at least in 
the short run, be a profitable investment the short run, be a profitable investment 
for public and private job training for public and private job training 
programs.programs.””

WhatWhat’’s the research design s the research design 
(correlational or experimental)?(correlational or experimental)?
Other interesting returns:Other interesting returns:
Calculator = 12.8%Calculator = 12.8%
Telephone = 11.4%Telephone = 11.4%
Pencil/Pen = 11.2%Pencil/Pen = 11.2%
Work while sitting  = 10.1%Work while sitting  = 10.1%
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WhatWhat’’s the research design s the research design 
(correlational or experimental)?(correlational or experimental)?

Situating QR in the Situating QR in the 
Context of WritingContext of Writing

“…“…sophisticated reasoning with sophisticated reasoning with 
elementary mathematics more than elementary mathematics more than 
elementary reasoning with sophisticated elementary reasoning with sophisticated 
mathematics.mathematics.””

--Lynn SteenLynn Steen
Achieving Quantitative LiteracyAchieving Quantitative Literacy

Examples from Student WorkExamples from Student Work

Central Use:Central Use:
Use of numbers to address a central Use of numbers to address a central 
question, issue, or themequestion, issue, or theme

Peripheral Use:Peripheral Use:
Use of numbers to provide useful detail, Use of numbers to provide useful detail, 
enrich descriptions, present background, enrich descriptions, present background, 
or establish frames of referenceor establish frames of reference

Examples from Student WorkExamples from Student Work

The importance of the periphery:The importance of the periphery:
““Even for works that are not inherently Even for works that are not inherently 
quantitative, one or two numeric facts can quantitative, one or two numeric facts can 
help convey the importance or context of help convey the importance or context of 
your topic.your topic.””

--Jane Miller Jane Miller 
The Chicago Guide to The Chicago Guide to 

Writing About NumbersWriting About Numbers

Examples from Student WorkExamples from Student Work

Please read excerpts 1 & 2.Please read excerpts 1 & 2.

Which typifies uses of quantitative Which typifies uses of quantitative 
evidence you would like to see in your evidence you would like to see in your 
studentsstudents’’ work?work?

Examples from Student WorkExamples from Student Work

Please read excerpts 3 (a and b)  4.Please read excerpts 3 (a and b)  4.

Which typifies uses of quantitative Which typifies uses of quantitative 
evidence you would like to see in your evidence you would like to see in your 
studentsstudents’’ work?  Work like that in category work?  Work like that in category 
3 or in category 4?3 or in category 4?
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Examples from Student WorkExamples from Student Work

Alternative:Alternative:
““Understanding the effects of day care on Understanding the effects of day care on 
child development is increasingly important child development is increasingly important 
as labor force participation among married as labor force participation among married 
women with children, ages 25women with children, ages 25--34, 34, 
increased from 28% in 1960 to 68% in increased from 28% in 1960 to 68% in 
2005.  In fact, the number of working 2005.  In fact, the number of working 
women with children nearly tripled during women with children nearly tripled during 
those 45 years from 8.1 million to 26.2 those 45 years from 8.1 million to 26.2 
million.million.””

Examples from Student WritingExamples from Student Writing
Excerpt #3Excerpt #3

$192 billion $60 billion
1/65th of GNP 1/230th of GNP

What What QuIRKQuIRK Has LearnedHas Learned

1. There is ample opportunity to teach QR 1. There is ample opportunity to teach QR 
in the current curriculumin the current curriculum
25% of papers are centrally related to QR25% of papers are centrally related to QR

+21% of papers are peripherally related+21% of papers are peripherally related
~half of all papers are QR relevant~half of all papers are QR relevant

What What QuIRKQuIRK Has LearnedHas Learned

2. QR is relevant to papers written in the 2. QR is relevant to papers written in the 
Arts, Literature, and HumanitiesArts, Literature, and Humanities

~30% of these papers are QR relevant~30% of these papers are QR relevant

What What QuIRKQuIRK Has LearnedHas Learned
““[[N]umeracyN]umeracy is not something mastered in a is not something mastered in a 
single coursesingle course…….Thus quantitative material needs .Thus quantitative material needs 
to permeate the curriculum, not only in the to permeate the curriculum, not only in the 
sciences but also in the social sciences and, in sciences but also in the social sciences and, in 
appropriate cases, in the humanities, so that appropriate cases, in the humanities, so that 
students have opportunities to practice their students have opportunities to practice their 
skills and see how useful they can be in skills and see how useful they can be in 
understanding a wide range of problems.understanding a wide range of problems.””

--Derek Bok (2006)Derek Bok (2006)

“…“…authentic and enduring learningauthentic and enduring learning……can rarely can rarely 
succeed one course at a time.succeed one course at a time.””

--Lee Lee ShulmanShulman (1997)(1997)

What What QuIRKQuIRK Has LearnedHas Learned
3.3. Before Before QuIRKQuIRK, students generally used QR , students generally used QR 
when it is centrally relevantwhen it is centrally relevant……
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What What QuIRKQuIRK Has LearnedHas Learned

(3. cont.) (3. cont.) ……but not when it is peripherally but not when it is peripherally 
relevantrelevant

What What QuIRKQuIRK Has LearnedHas Learned

4. Student performance responds to intentional 4. Student performance responds to intentional 
instructioninstruction

What What QuIRKQuIRK Has LearnedHas Learned

4. Student performance responds to intentional 4. Student performance responds to intentional 
instructioninstruction

What What QuIRKQuIRK Has LearnedHas Learned

5. 5. 

QRQR--inin--writing approach can shape campus attitudes.  writing approach can shape campus attitudes.  ““Quantitative Quantitative 
reasoning will be very important or essential to my life.reasoning will be very important or essential to my life.””

Curricular ImplicationsCurricular Implications

"The interdisciplinary and contextual "The interdisciplinary and contextual 
nature of [QR] cries out for a cross cutting nature of [QR] cries out for a cross cutting 
approach." approach." 

--Lynn SteenLynn Steen
Achieving Quantitative LiteracyAchieving Quantitative Literacy

Curricular ImplicationsCurricular Implications

““If [QR] remains the responsibility solely If [QR] remains the responsibility solely 
of mathematics departmentsof mathematics departments——especially if especially if 
it is caged into a single course such as it is caged into a single course such as 
‘‘Math for Liberal ArtsMath for Liberal Arts’’——students will students will 
continue to see [QR] as something that continue to see [QR] as something that 
happens only in the mathematics happens only in the mathematics 
classroom.classroom.””

--Lynn SteenLynn Steen
Achieving Quantitative LiteracyAchieving Quantitative Literacy
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Curricular ImplicationsCurricular Implications

CarletonCarleton’’s New Curriculum:s New Curriculum:
Quantitative Reasoning EncounterQuantitative Reasoning Encounter

Curricular ImplicationsCurricular Implications

Curricular ImplicationsCurricular Implications Curricular ImplicationsCurricular Implications

Curricular ImplicationsCurricular Implications

•• French cultureFrench culture
““Students choose one of the cultural topics they Students choose one of the cultural topics they 
analyzed in class (e.g. education, art, social analyzed in class (e.g. education, art, social 
integration, immigration, sociointegration, immigration, socio--economic status, economic status, 
communication, spatial boundaries, language communication, spatial boundaries, language 
variation, social networks) after viewing three variation, social networks) after viewing three 
current filmscurrent films……. By integrating socio. By integrating socio--economic data economic data 
analysis and the study of the movie, students analysis and the study of the movie, students 
evaluate the worth of the fiction as a faithful or evaluate the worth of the fiction as a faithful or 
distorted mirror of its society.distorted mirror of its society.””

Curricular ImplicationsCurricular Implications

•• Classics 100Classics 100
“…“…a close reading of an extended passage a close reading of an extended passage 
of Pausanias' of Pausanias' Description of GreeceDescription of Greece.  In it .  In it 
he records in great detail an inventory of he records in great detail an inventory of 
all the statues of athletes (nearly 200) all the statues of athletes (nearly 200) 
that he observed in the Sanctuary of Zeus that he observed in the Sanctuary of Zeus 
at Olympiaat Olympia……..””
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Implementing Curricular ChangeImplementing Curricular Change Closing ThoughtClosing Thought

“…“…Now everyone can obtain and consider data Now everyone can obtain and consider data 
about the risks of medication, voting patterns in about the risks of medication, voting patterns in 
a locality, projections for the federal budget a locality, projections for the federal budget 
surplus, and an almost endless array of other surplus, and an almost endless array of other 
concernsconcerns…….  If individuals lack the ability to think .  If individuals lack the ability to think 
numerically they cannot fully participate in civic numerically they cannot fully participate in civic 
life, thereby bringing into question the very life, thereby bringing into question the very 
basis of government of, by, and for the people.basis of government of, by, and for the people.””

--Robert OrrillRobert Orrill
““Mathematics, Numeracy, and DemocracyMathematics, Numeracy, and Democracy””


